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Rep.No. TM-99-C043

TNO Human Factors Research Institute
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

The effects of speech versus tactile driver support messages on workload, driver
behaviour and user acceptance

W. van Winsum, M. Martens and L. Herland

SUMMARY
This report describes an experiment in the TNO driving simulator in which the effects were
tested of presenting driver support messages generated by the simulated IN-ARTE system on
workload, driver behaviour and user acceptance. Two modes of message presentation were
compared with unsupported driving: speech messages and tactile messages. A method was
used and validated for measuring variations in workload. This method, the Peripheral
Detection Task, was sensitive to variations in workload that were caused by different driving
situations and to variations caused by short lasting increases in workload as a result of
attending to the system messages. The presentation of the speech messages used in the
experiment results in short lasting increases in workload that are comparable in size to the
increase in workload when a lead vehicle brakes unexpectedly. The effects of tactile warnings
(a short lasting force on the accelerator or on the steering wheel) on workload were less
severe, while the beneficial effects of tactile warnings on driver behaviour were comparable in
size to the effects of speech messages. Still there were some differences in effects on driver

behaviour. The messages of the IN-ARTE system as tested in this experiment can be separated
into two classes, i.e. either messages to enhance law-abidance or messages that are more

directly related to driver safety. For the first type of messages speech has more favourable
effects on driver behaviour, while for the second type of messages tactile warnings result in
more favourable effects. No effects of modality on driver acceptance were found. A number
of conclusions are drawn with respect to the design of the system and the activation criteria-
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De effecten van spraak- versus tactiele boodschappen in een bestuurders-ondersteuningssysteem op werklast, rijgedrag en gebruikersacceptatie

W. van Winsum, M. Martens en L. Herland

SAMENVATTING

Dit rapport beschrijft

een experiment dat is uitgevoerd

in de TNO rijsimulator in het kader

van het Europese IN-ARTE project. Hierin zijn de effecten van het geven van bestuurdersondersteunende boodschappen op de werklast, het rijgedrag en de gebruikersacceptatie onder-

zocht. Daarbij zijn spraak- en tactiele boodschappen vergeleken met een controle conditie
waarin geen ondersteuning werd geboden aan de bestuurder. De bestuurdersondersteunende
boodschappen zijn van korte duur en met de gebruikelijke methoden is het doorgaans niet
goed mogelijk om dergelijke kortdurende effecten op de werklast te meten. Daarom is een
methode ontwikkeld, gebruikt en gevalideerd, de Perifere Detectie Taak, die erop gericht is
om variaties in werklast te meten. Deze methode bleek gevoelig voor variaties in werklast die
werden veroorzaakt door verschillende rijsituaties en door kortdurende toenamen in werklast
ten gevolge van de waarschuwingen van het IN-ARTE systeem. Het bleek dat het aanbieden
van spraakboodschappen zoals die in het experiment gebruikt zUn tot kort durende toenamen
van de vrerklast leiden, die vergelijkbaar zljn in grootte met de toename in werklast wanneer
een voorliggende auto plotseling hard afremt. De effecten van tactiele boodschappen (een kort

durende tegenkracht op het gaspedaal of stuurwiel) op werklast waren aanzienlijk minder
groot, terwijl de positieve effecten van de tactiele boodschappen op het rijgedrag vergelijkbaar

in grootte waren met de effecten van spraak-boodschappen. Toch bleken er een aantal
verschillen te zijn in de effecten van spraak en tactiele boodschappen. De waarschuwingen van

het IN-ARTE systeem, zoals in het experiment getest, kunnen grofueg in twee klassen
worden ingedeeld, nl. waarschuwingen die gericht zijn op het tegengaan van verkeersovertre-

bij het overschrijden van de weuelijke snelheidslimiet) en waarschuwingen die
meer direct gericht zijn op de veiligheid van de bestuurder (bijvoorbeeld wanneer de

dingen (zoals

voorligger plotseling afremt). Voor de eerste klasse van waarschuwingen hebben spraakboodschappen eeÍr wat sterker positief effect op het rijgedrag terwijl voor het tweede type de
tactiele boodschappen een sterker positief effect hebben. Er werden geen effecten gevonden
van modaliteit op gebruikersacceptatie. Er zijn een aantal conclusies getrokken die betrekking
hebben op het ontwerp van het Systeem en de criteria voor systeem activering.

INTRODUCTION

The research presented in this report was pertormed as part of the European IN-ARTE project
(Transport Telematics project TR40l4 of the EU). IN-ARTE is an acronym for lntegration of
Navigation and Anticollision tor Rural Tratfic Environment. The aim of this project is to develop an
in-vehicle system that integrates information trom a number of input systems, such as a navigation
system, anticollision radar and CCD camera. and that supports the driver by presenting intbrmation
in a safe way (IN-ARTE, 1998). The role of TNO Human Factors Research lnstitute in this project
mainly involves contributing to the development of an optimal Human-Machine lntertace and
warning strategies. The experiment reported here was performed in the TNO moving base dnving
simulator.

experiment. the etfect of presenting warnings according to the IN-ARTE
warningstrategies are compared on driver workload, driving behaviour and user ucceptance. In
addition, the etïects of two different modalities tbr presenting warnings, i.e. tactile and speech are
compared. In the project it has been suggested that speech warnings may result in a lower workload
compared to warnings on a visual display. The reason tor this assumed positive eftect on driver
workload is that the visual input channel is already occupied for processing intormation pertaining
to the task of driving. Since the visual channel is already occupied, presenting additional
information by an in-vehicle system may result in additional loading and possible overload when
momentary visual demands are high. Based on predictions from the multiple-resource theory
(Wickens, 1984), presenting intbrmation in another modality, such as speech messages, would then
result in less interterence because the auditive and visual resources are assumed to be independent.
However, speech messages may still induce a higher workload compared to other modalities such
as tactile f'eedback. Also, speech warnings may be more suitable tbr warnings in some situations
while tactile warnings may be better suited tbr other situations. Tactile warnings are nlore direct and
take less time tor presentation. For situations that require an immediate response of the driver tactile
wamings may then be the most optimal. However, no studies have been reported that substantiate

In the present

these ideas.

EFFECTS OF MODALITY
Presenting messages and wamings by a driver support system

in a non-visual format may have

significant advantages in terms of driver safety. Negative effects of in-vehicle information systems
on driving safety have often been attributed to the need to look at visual displays. According to

Rockwell (1988) looking at an in-vehicle display results in less visual sampling of the road.
Godthelp (1984) and Zwahlen and DeBald (1986) found that the standard deviation of lateral
position increases with the time during which the eyes of the driver are not fixated on the road.
While looking at an in-vehicle display, the driver is unable to process some of the visual
information that is relevant for the primary driving task. This may result in an increase in the

measures of
number of errors and late detection of other tratïc participants (Rumar, 1990). Popular
(AGD).
Glance
visual load are the mean number of glances (MNG) and average glance duration
represents
duration represents the time the driver looks at a visual display while number of glances

the number of times the driver looks at a display intermittently until all required information is
visual
obtained. During the period when the driver looks at a display to process intbrmation
peak
workload may then increase temporarily. If the clemands of the driving task are already high a
in workload may occur that is potentially dang, ,.rus. There are however a number of findings that
than
indicate that the efiects of visual displays on workload may sometimes be less severe
whether and when
suggesred. This is based on the observation that the driver is otten fiee to decide
tn the
to attend to a visual display. That means that the driver is not required to look at a display.
the
ideal case. the dnver will make that choice dependent on the momentary workload induced by
pnmary task. For example, Wierwilie (1993) found that when complexity of the primary driving
shorter
task increases, because of high traffic density or strong sidewind, the driver takes glances of
Verwey
by
duration at rhe in-vehicle display of a navigation system. A similar strategy was reported
(1996). In that study, the total glance time for l necific in-car task, defined as the product of AGD
of that
and MNG, was not affected by the presence or ausence of a lead vehicle and the behaviour
vehicle when it was present. However, the visual sampling strategy of the driver differed as a
tunction of pnmary task diÍficulty. When no lead car was present. AGD increased and MNG
conditions of low
decreased compared to the situation when a lead car was present. Thus. under
pnmary driving task demand, drivers looked at the display tor longer periods of time' but
inÍbrmation was processed with tèwer glances. That means that drivers respond to increases in

visual demand of the primary task by reducing visual attention to in-vehicle visual displays'
from
Whether this is a tèasibte strategy depends on whether it is possible to extract the information
the
of
complexity
the display in tiequent samples of short duration (< ts). This depends on the
displayed visual information and the time period dunng which the information is displayed'
display
Another important point is that when an incident occurs while the driver is looking at the
if the workload
this may result in an accident (Van Winsum & Claessens. 1998). On the other hand,
of the driving task is high, the driver may miss, or choose not to look at' the inÍbrmation on the
display. This may result in missing important intbrmation'

This short discussion suggests that visual display messages can be useful provided that:
l) The driver is not torced to look at the display, i.e. if the intbrmation is missed the consequences
must never be serious fbr the dnver. The information should be additional but not essential.
This also means that the information must be present on the display tbr a sufficient amount of
time to be read when the driver is ready tbr it.
Z) Information that requires a rapid response and immediate action should not be presented on a
visual display.

3)

in a
[nformation must be presented in such a way that the driver can extract the inÍbrmation
(1988)
number of glances of short duration. For instance, Zwahlen, Adams and DeBald
proposed that looking at a display while driving should not exceed one glance of l'.2 s, two
glances of 1.i s or three glances of 1.0 s. Wierwille (1993) states that visual information must

be presented in such a way that useful chunks of information can be extracted from the display

in one second or less.

For the IN-ARTE system this suggests that a number of messages and warnings should not be
presented exclusively on a visual display, although additional inlbrmation concerning these
messages, such as an explanation why the message was given. may be presented on a visual display.
Especiatly the wamings tbr situations of immediate danger should be presented in another modality.
A description of the situations defined in the IN-ARTE project that emit a warning can be fbund in
Bekiaris and Portouli (1999).

Auditive messages can be attended to while visual information is processed, because they depend
on different resources (Wickens, 1984). Auditive messages may induce high levels of mental
workload mainly because of message complexity (Verwey, 1996). Message complexity of
especially speech or verbal messages is determined by, for example, message familiarity, the
number of 'slots' or vanables in an otherwise tamiliar message (e.g. road numbers), the
predictability of the message and short term memory demand. Research of the ef'fects of using a car
telephone while dnving has shown that the mental workload induced by Íollowing a conversation
on the car telephone may increase risk on the road (McKnight & McKnight, 1993; Alm & Nilsson,
t994t Briem & Hedman, 1995). However. this appears only to be the case when the conversation is
demanding and ditficult to ignore. This would suggest that tamiliar speech messages constitute a
good alternative to visual messages because they do not interf-ere with the infbrmation required for
the driving task and induce a relatively low load. However. an important characteristic of speech
messages is that they have to be kept in short term memory in order to be processed. This implies
there is some pressure to process them immediately upon presentation because otherwise the
inÍbrmation may have vanished. [n contrast, visual information presented on a display may be
processed when it suits the driver. A related point is that speech messages are difficult to ignore and
are by nature intrusive and thus distracting. Finally, depending on how the speech messages are
designed, they may take a number of seconds to be presented. In the meantime. the driver has to
attend to the message. ln urgent situations, the presentation of the message may take too long. This
may result in late responses when immediate action is required.

Especially in critical situations, tactile feedback may have advantages over speech messages. De
Vos, Godthelp, Theeuwes and Verwey (1996) studied the inÍluence of a tactile heading control
system on workload. The system supported the lane-keeping task. In this system, the difference
between the actual and the optimal steering angle was translated in a torque signal on the steering
wheel that gave an indication of the required steering wheel rotation. Driving with this system
increased occlusion time, meaning that the driver was prepared to drive without immediate visual

input for a longer period, and this was interpreted as a reduction in visual workload. The system
also increased safety margins to the lane boundary. For the use of tactile feedback in longitudinal
control situations, i.e. collision avoidance, Janssen (1989) suggested that active controls reduce
driver reaction time in critical situations. [n a simulator experiment Janssen and Nilsson (1990)
found that an active accelerator pedal in a collision avoidance system resulted in a reduction of very

l0

no negative side et-fects on
short headway's, while, in contrast to other types of HMI, there were
positive et'fect on both
driver behaviour. These results suggest that tactile teedback may have a
reaction of the driver'
workload and driving behaviour. especially in situations that require a tàst

DRIVER WORKLOAD
workload or distract the
In-vehicle systems may have a negative etfect on sat'ety if they increase
can occur dunng the
driver (Verwey, Brookhuis & Janssen. 1996). Sudden increases in workload
short-lasting peaks in
interaction of the driver with the in-vehicle system. This then concerns
tbr measuring workload'
workload that are otten difficult to detect with the traditional methods
they otten cannot be
Especially the sudden increases in workload are potentially dangerous because
generally try to control
predicted and anticipated. If workload is predictable. the dnver will
example, Harms (1991)
workload by making the pnmary driving task easier if possible. As an
resulted in the
tbund that a higher workload, because of driving in a more complex environment'
pnmary driving task is added to
choice of a lower speed. While driving, workload induced by the
an in-vehicle system or conversation
the workload induced by other tactors such as the warnings of
good methods tor
with a passenger. Although there are several methods for measuring workload'
usually aggregated over
measuring variations in workload are lacking. Methods of workload are
ditficult to interpret'
time. This makes traditional subjective measures of workload sometimes
peaks in workload (De Waard,
because it is unclear whether the driver retèrs to overall workload or
with subjective measures of workload this results in problems of interpretation'
1996). Especialty

Broadly, the following methods are distinguished'
l) Self-report measures such as the NASA-TLX (Hart
Scale Mental

Effort, zíjlstra &

Staveland. 1988) and the RSMI (Rating
van Doorn, 1985). The TLX is a multidimensional scale that
of workload that can be integrated into one general workload

&

measures six different dimensions

is a unidimensional

This
value. The RSMI is another popular subjective measure of workload.
150' Both measures are used in
scale to rate the experienced mental ettort on a line from 0 to

2)

the present exPeriment.
task' This is also used in
Measures for task pertormance' either on the primary or a secondary
the present exPeriment'

3) Physiological measures such as the 0.10 Hz component of heart rate variability' These measures
are not used in the present experiment.

measuring workload over
Especially self-report and physiological measures are mainly suitable for
variations in workload' A
longer periods of time while they are unable to detect short-lasting
such as P300 amplitude
possible exception to this is the use of event-related electro-cortical indices
(Van Winsum' Sergeant and Geuze' 1984)'
or Event-Related Desynchronization of alpha rhythm

1l

Secondary task measures have more potential tor detecting variations in workload. For example,
Venvey and Veltman (1995) found that pertbrmance on secondary visual tasks was sensitive to

variations in task demand. In their experiment workload peaks were induced for 10, 30 or 60 s by
adding a loading task to the primary driving task. This means that a second task was added in order
to increase workload. A third task was then used as a 'secondary' task to measure the workload
induced by the driving task and the loading task. [n a visual detection task, the subject was required
to say 'yes' when they detected a target on a dashboard mounted display. The interval between

stimuli varied randomly between two and tour seconds. They tbund that the percentage detected
targets decreased when a loading task was added to the driving task. Usually, the theoretical
rationale tor using secondary tasks is that they measure the remaining 'capacity'. Sometimes, an
undiftèrentiated resource-pool is assumed tiom which both the pnmary and the secondary tasks get
some of the information-processing capacity (tor example, Brown & Poulton, 1961). It is then
assumed that the primary task consumes a cenain quantity of capacity. If there is still some quantity
remaining (the 'spare-capacity'), this can be used to pertbrm the secondary task. [f there is not
enough spare capacity tor adequate pertormance on the secondary task. tbr example, because
workload is high (and thus more capacity is used to pertorm the primary task) pertbrmance on

will usually strive to keep pertbrmance on the
primary task on a certain required level. [n this theoretical model, the secondary task only uses
capacity if it is 'resource-limited'(Norman & Bobrow, 1975), or put differently, if it is a controlled
process instead of an automatically performed task. Another theoretical framework for explaining
the etfects of secondary tasks is the multiple resource theory of Wickens (1984). In this model, a
deterioration of secondary task perfbrmance is expected if both tasks use, or compete tor. the same
resource. The model assumes several independent resources, such as a resource for visual. tbr
either of the tasks deteriorates. However. the subject

auditive and for manual tasks. Also in this model the sensitivity of the secondary task tbr measuring
workload depends on the amount of resources used by the secondary task. If the task is easy and
requires automatic processing, it uses fèwer resources and this reduces its diagnostic value. On the

if the secondary task requires

a lot of resources (i.e. is complex and needs eftortful
processing) the secondary task may result in degradation of pnmary task perÍormance. This model
was applied by Verwey (1991) in an expenment, in which it was found that an auditive secondary
task was not sensitive for measuring differences in workload caused by the driving situation, while
both a visual detection and a visual summation task were sensitive to variations in primary task
other hand,

load.

Another potentially interesting approach to measuring variations in workload states that with
increasing workload the magnitude of the t'unctional visual iield decreases. During a driving
experiment on the road, Miura (1986) presented spots of light on the windscreen under different
horizontal angles with respect to the position of the driver. Reaction time tbr detecting the stimuli
was measured. It appeared that with increasing complexity of the driving task (higher traffic
density) reaction time increased. Also, reaction time increased as the functional visual field
decreased. The results were interpreted as indicative for a reduction of the visual field of view with
higher complexity of the driving task. Similar results have been reported by Williams (1985, 1995).
tn a number of experiments

it

appeared that with increasing foveal load, visual tunnelling occuÍred,

l2

that resulted in a higher reaction time to more peripheral stimuli. The ability to process peripheral
intbrmation decreased as tbveal load increases. It has been questioned by some whether this really
is a visual tunnelling etfect or whether it is a 'cognitive tunnelling' effect. Dirkin & Hancock (1985)
stare rhat the term'visual tunnelling'should be repiaced by'cognitive tunnelling', since the
phenomenon is indicative of a shiti towards increasingly selective pattems of attending. According
to these authors it is a measure of cognitive selective attention, since expenmental evidence has
peripheratly located stimuli were relevant to the pertormance of a primary centrally
located task, decrements in pertbrmance did not occur. This increase in selectivity has already been
discussed a long time ago by Easterbrook (t959) who hypothesised that increases in arousal restrict
the utilisation of cues from the sensory environment. The phenomenon is however usually
shown that

if

associated with stress instead of workload. lllustrations of this are the clear occurrences
vision under severe tatigue or in reported cases of near-death expenences.

of tunnel

This discussion indicates that the mechanism behind the visual or cognitive tunnelling phenomenon
is not entirely clear. Still, the approach may be usetul for measuring vanations in workload. An
added advantage of this approach is that mere peripheral detection without the need tor a complex
decision is a low-level easy-to-automate process that requires little conscious attention. By this. the
disadvantages of secondary tasks. that need to be loading to some extent in order to show effects.

can be avoided. In the experiment a measure will be used that is based on the idea that the
functional visual tield decreases with increasing workload.

ln summary, in an experiment in the driving simulator the etfect of presenting wamings according
to the IN-ARTE warningstrategies are compared on tlriver workload, tlriving behaviour and user
acceptance. tn addition, the effects of two ditferent modalities tor presenting warnings, i.e. tactile
and speech are compared. [n order to measure etïects on workload, a method will be tested that is
expected to be sensitive to short lasting peaks in workload.

METHOD
4.1

Apparatus

The experiment was pertormed in the driving simulator of the TNO Human Factors Research
lnstitute. It consists of a computer that controls and monitors the experiment, interacts with the
experimentator and other subsystems and handles the storage of data, a computer that handles the
vehicle model and calculates the position of the simulated vehicle with the dynamic characteristics
of a Volvo 240 and a computer generated image system (Evans & Sutherland ESIG 2000) that
generates images with a refresh frequency of 60 Hz and an update frequency of 30 Hz. This system
computes the visual scene from the position of the driver. The image is projected on a cylindrical
screen with a visual angle of 120" horizontally and 30' vertically in front of the mockup by three

13

high resolution Barcographics 801 projectors. The simulator is described in detail in Hogema &
Hoekstra ( 1998) and Hoekstra, van der Horst and Kaptein (1997).

4.2

IN-ARTE system simulation

While driving, subjects were provided with support messages in the non-control conditions, see
paragraph 4.5. Support messages were stored on tïle, together with other data. [n all expenmental
conditions the IN-ARTE system was simulated but in the control condition. support messages were
not presented to the driver. although they were stored on tile in order to allow comparisons with the
experimental conditions. The IN-ARTE simulation worked as tollows. Data relating to vehicle
iateral position, speed and relations to other vehicles were monitored on-line. together with relevant
information about the surrounding road intiastructure, such as local speed limits. curves. distance to
the next intersection. and so on. These data were sent with a high frequency to a separate PC that
applied activation criteria Íbr wamings as detined in Bekians & Portouli (1999). This resulted in
warnings about speed and lateral position that were presented either as speech messages or as tactile

tèedback on the accelerator pedal (tor speed-related wamings) or the steering wheel (for lateral
position-related wamings). tn addition. pictograms were presented on a display in the car for a
duration of 10 s (only in the speech and tactile conditions). These were meant to give Íurther

intbrmation to the driver that could be attended to if desired. Support messages could be of either
two levels: cautionary warnings and imminent warnings. Cautionary warnings were issued to the
driver when the situation was mildly dangerous. In this case the pictograms on the visual display
were given a blue background. see tïgure I tbr an example. Other pictograms are listed in
Appendix l.
ln the condition where tactile t'eedback was given instead of speech messages. a countertbrce was
delivered on the accelerator. tbr speed-related warnings, and a directional force on the steering
wheel was delivered in case of lateral position related wamings. For example. if the centreline was
(almost) crossed. a pulse to the right was put on the steering wheel. For warnings on the steering
wheel no distinction was made between cautionary and imminent warnings.
An imminenl warning was given in case of greater danger. In this experiment imminent warnings
were used instead of the system interventions discussed in Bekiaris & Portouli (t999). [n the
present experiment interventions were not applied. Pictograms of imminent warnings carried a red
background. The speech messages ditfered between these two types of warnings, see Table I.

t4

Table

I

Speech messages for different types of situations and criticality

Situation

Cautionary

Imminent

Approaching obstacle (i.e. other
vehicle or stationary object

Lower your speed or change lane,

Brake!. obstacle

Approaching obstacle (i.e. other
vehicle or stationary object, traffic
in other lane

Lower your speed, obstacle

Exceeding lane boundary

Keep your lane (no distinction
between cautionary and imminent)

Approaching a sharp curve

Lower your speed, curve

Brake!. curve

Approaching a stop sign

Lower your speed, stop sign

Brake! Stop sign

Apploaching or in zone with speed

Lower your speed, Maximum
allowed speed 50

Brake! Maximum allowed speed 50

limit=50km/h

Brakel Maximum allowed speed 80

obstacle

Brakel, obstacle

Approaching or in zone with speed

Lower your speed, Maximum

limit=80km/h

allowed speed 80

Approaching or in zone with speed

Brake! Maximum allowed speed 100

limir=100km/h

Lower your speed, Maximum
allowed speed 100

Approaching or in zone with speed

Lower your speed, Maximum

Brake! Maximum allowed speed 120

limit=l20kn/h

allowed speed 120

Fig. 1 Example of a pictogram for a cautionary warning.

l5

Databases and scenarios

4.3

Each subject drove for approximately half an hour on a rural road and, in a separate trial, Íor half an
hour on a motorway. The rural road and the motorway constituted diÍferent databases.

The rural tlatabase consisted of a two-lane road with a lane width of 3.1 m. continuous edgelines
and a broken centreline. The database consisted of a curved road with straight segments. wide and
some sharp horizontal curved segments. There were 6 sharp horizontal curves, 2 with a radius of 66
m, 2 with a radius of 84 m and 2 with a radius of I t0 m. Half of the curves turned left and the other

half turned right. At 50 m in front of sharp curves there was a sign that indicated the maximum
speed in that curve, together with the regular signs that warn tbr a sharp curve. The roads were
separated by four-legged intersections to which roads connected with 90' angles. There were l0
intersections on the path that was tbllowed by the subjects. Six were controlled by stop signs tor
which a tïll stop had to be made. while there were four intersections with a right-ot'-way sign
indicating that the subject was on a right-ot'-way road. The route contained a stretch of about 3 km
with a speed limit of 50 km/h. This was indicated by signs. On the other parts of the roadnet the

limit was 80 km/h. Routelength was approximately 34 km.
While driving, the subjects encountered a continuous f'low of trattlc coming from the opposite
direction (on average t500 vehicles per hour). This ensured that subjects stayed in their lane as
much as possible. [n cases where another vehicle had to be overtaken or when other traffic had to
overtake the simulator car. traffic density was temporarily relaxed to I00 cars per hour. At some
point. subjects approached a slowly driving vehicle they were required to overtake. At another point
subjects were overtaken by a group of 6 fast driving cars of which the last one suddenly braked
unexpectedly just atter it had merged in Íiont of the simulator car. This car decelerated with a
maximum deceleration of 6 m/s2 to a speed 30 km/h lower than the speed of the subject at the
moment braking started. This scenano was used to simulate an unexpected cntical situation.
speed

The fbllowing scenarios were defined on the rural road. These were distinguished in data analysis:

-

Six curved segments with sharp curves
Six stop signs on intersections fbr which a full stop had to be made
Lead vehicle that brakes unexpectedly

Slowly driving vehicle that is overtaken by the subject
Speed limit of 50 km/h
Default scenario with speed limit of 80 km/h

The motorwalt database consisted of a 2x2 lane road, designed according to Dutch guidelines
(ROA) in which the two sets of two lanes were separated by a guard rail. Both driving lanes in one
direction were separated by broken centrelines, while the emergency lane was separated by a
continuous edgeline. tane width was 3.6 m. Road segments were either straight or curved with a
large horizontal radius that was never smaller than 450 m. During the ride, 12 exits were
encountered. At some distance before the exit route panels above the road indicated the names of
the cities the exit road and the main road were leading to. This was followed by an additional route
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panel jusr

in Íront (300 m) of the exit. Subjects drove straight on until the last exit.

where the

subjects were required to tollow the sign tbr Utrecht and leti the motorway. The length of the route
was approximately 50 km. The maximum speed limit was 120 kmih, but there were two stretches of

approximately

,t and 2 km respectively with a speed limit of t00 km/h. This was indicated by

conventional road signs.
There was a continuous stream of tast driving cars (between 130 and 150 km/h), with a tratfic

density of approximately t500 per hour, overtaking the simulator car. Normally these cars
continued to drive at high speed. but in two car: ihe lead vehicle that had just overtaken the
simulator car braked unexpectedlv. with a maximum deceleration of 3 m/s:, until it was driving at a
speed of 60 kmih. On another piece of the road, the subjects drove in dense fog with a sight distance
of 50 m. While driving in the fog, a number of sequential traÍfic jams occurred which were caused
by cars that were driving by 20 km/h on both lanes. Five sequential shock waves occurred of which
the tirst one was unexpected. Another scenario which resulted in a cntical situation was a package
that t-ell otf a truck. Dunng this scenano there were no overtaking vehicles. Here, two trucks were
dnving in the right lane with a speed of 80 km/h. When the subject approached the trucks, it was
checked whether the subject changed to the lett lane in order to overtake. If this was the case, one of
the trucks also changed to the lett lane. If the subject was within a range of 120 m trom the last

truck, a package tèll otf the truck that was in the same lane as the subject. [n that case rhe subject
either had to stop or make an evasive lane change in order to avoid a collision. On some other
instances a vehicle that was overtakrng cutted in at a distance of less than l0 m in tiont of the
simulator car.
The Íbllowing scenarios were defined on the motorway:

-

Approaching a tratfic cue while driving in tbg
Two times unexpected braking of lead vehicle

-

Package talling

Vehicle cutting in. This did not result in critical situations because these vehicles were driving
faster that the simulatorcar. Thus. there was nr ,llision risk since the headway was increasing.

otf a truck

limit of 100 km/h
DeÍault scenario of speed

Speed

limit 120 km/h. with a high tratfic density of

vehicles that

continuously overtook the subjects.

4.4

Subjects

A total of 54 subjects completed the experiment in all relevant conditions. Average age was 40
years (SD=7.8, range 23-56). Of the subjects 40 were male and 14 were t'emale. All subjects had
their drivers licence for at least 5 years while the minimum annual kilometrage was 5000 km.
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4.5

Experimental design

Support mode was administered as a between-subjects condition. Subjects were randomly assigned

to either the control or one of the two support modes. The number of subjects that participated in
the Control condition was 18. Here no support was given to the driver. However. IN-ARTE
warnings were stored on Íile. The number of subjects that completed the Tactile support condition
was 19, while 17 subjects completed the Speech support condition. Road type was administered as a

within-subjects condition: a Rural road and a Motorway. The order of this was balanced across
subjects. Both runs lasted approximately 30 minutes. Ín paragraph 4.3 the scenarios that were
encountered on each mn are discussed. These scenarios were the same tbr all subjects. Scenarios
are thus related to road type.

4.6

Procedure

Atter subjects arrived at the institute they were informed of the purpose of the experiment. After
signing a written consent fbrm. they perfbrmed a practice drive in the simulator tor approximately
l0 minutes. During the practice ride. they were familiarised with the warnings messages if they
were assigned to the tactile or speech group. They were also tamiliarised with the Penpheral
Detection Task (see next section) for measuring workload while driving. This was ibllowed by
either a ride on the motorway or on the rural road. Atter this, the second measurement was
performed (either rural road or motorway). All rides, including the practice mn. were proceeded by
a written instruction. and followed by tïlling out the NASA-TLX and the RSME (see next section)
work load scales. In between the rural and motorway runs, subjects rated the importance of the 6
tàctors of the NASA-TLX. Finally, the subjects in the experimental conditions tilled out an
acceptance questionnaire.

4.7

Data registration and analysis

Peripheral Detection Task (PDT). The PDT was one of the methods used to measure workload
while driving. While driving, a small red square was presented on the simulator screen in front of
the subject during one second. Subjects were required to respond as soon as a red square was
detected by pressing a microswitch that was attached to the index tïnger of the dominant hand.
Reaction time (RT) was measured in ms. [f a reaction was not detected within 2 s from the onset of
the stimulus this was coded as a missed signal. On average each 4 s, with random variation between
3 and 5 s, a stimulus was presented at a horizontal angle of Il to 23' to the left of the line between
the eyes of the subject and the centre of the screen. Stimuli were presented at a vertical angle
between 2 to 4o above the horizon. The task requires little conscious attention and can be performed
without turning the head to the direction of the stimulus. Average RT and fraction of missed signals
(number of missed divided by total number of stimuli) were used as performance indices. A higher
RT and a higher fraction of missed signals were interpreted as the result of higher workload.
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NASA-TLX. A computerised (PC version) of the NASA-TLX (Hart

& Staveland.
of workload:

1988) was used.

mental demand.
This is a method to measure subjective evaluations of six tàctors
physical demand. temporal demand, pertbrmance, et'fort and frustration level. For each factor
subjects were asked to rate (on a scale trom 0 to 100) the load during the preceding simulator run.
Also. subjects were asked to rate the relative importance of the different tàctors. A weighted
average was computed over the ratings on the six scales and the relative importance that gives a
general estimation

of workload.

RSME (Rating Scale Mental Effort). The RSME (Zljlstra

& Van Doorn.

1985) is a unidimensional

to 150 that measures the subjective mental etfort. Subjects
were asked to rate the mental eÍtbrt over the whole preceding run. RSME is considered as a
measure of general workload.
scale of mental etfort with a scale tiom 0

Acceptance questionnaire. For the rating of driver acceptance of system warnings the scale
developed in Van der Laan (1998) was used. This rating scale consists of nine dimensions that are

(l=very positive,5=very negative). These dimensions are: 1) UseÍÏl,2)
Pleasant, 3) Good. -l) Nice, 5) Effective, 6) Likeable, 7) Assisting, 8) Desirable and 9) Raising
Alertness. Subscales can be combined into a 'usetulness score' (the average of l. 3. 5,7. and 9) and
a 'satisfying score' (the average of 2, .1, 6, and 8). Together with this questionnaire the opinions
scored on a S-point scale

about the activation criteria were measured.

performance. Warnings of the IN-ARTE system were stored in the same
datatile that contained the driver pertbrmance data and were sampled with a frequency of 10 Hz.
This allowed an analysis of the tiequency of wamings.
Measures

of

st,stem

Driving data were sampled with a tiequency of 10 Hz. Vehicle
speed. lateral position and steenng wheel angle were stored together with data on the tlrst lead
vehicle in the same lane as the dnver (Distance Headway, DHW, detined as the bumper to bumper
distance and vehicle speed of the lead vehicle). For data analyses, also information was stored about
the segment the driver was on, the distance from the next segment and fiom the next intersection.
Lateral position was used to compute the standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP) and the

Mecrsures of clriver perfbrmance.

tiaction of time the centreline and right lane boundary were exceeded. Speed was used to compute
average speed over selected sections and the traction of time that speed exceeded a predetïned
value. For a number of scenarios minimum Time-to-Collision (TTC) was calculated.
Effects of within-subjects tactors are tested with repeated measures analysis of variance, with
message mode (Control, Speech and Tactile) as a between-subjects factor. [n order to test
differences between message modes, Tukey tests are applied where appropriate. Although road type
(rural and motorway) was a between-subjects factor, differences as a function of road type were not
tested since the scenarios and design of the rural road and motorway differed too much to make a
comparison meanin gful.
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RESULTS
5.1

Reliability of the Peripheral Detection Task (PDT)

First, the reliability of the PDT and its functional meaning was assessed to determine its usefulness
for detecting peaks and variations in workload. The average RT and fraction of missed signals was
computed for several driving situations.

If more complex driving situations result in larger RT's or
higher fractions of missed signals then PDT can be considered as sensitive to variations in
workload. Responses to PDT stimuli were grouped and processed separately fbr a number of
different situations, that were related to the scenarios described in paragraph 4.3. Average RT and
liactions of missed signals were compared with what was considered to be the easiest situation,
straight road driving with a 80 kmih speed limit on the rural road, and normal driving with the
speed limit of 120 km/h on the motorway. These situations were thus used as a reference in tests of
diff-erences in RT and misses with repeated measurements analysis of variance. Table II shows the
significance levels and F-statistics for the diÍï-erence between RT and misses during the indicated
situations, compared with the easiest situation tor the rural road. Table III does the same tbr the
motorway. Figures 2 and 3 show average RT and misses in the selected situations tbr the rural road.
Figures 4 and 5 do the same tbr the motorway.

straight road
wide curve
medium
curye
sharp

cuÍve

ROW sign
Stop sign

Ov€rtaking a
leadvehicle
Braking
leadvehicl€

Speed limit
50 km/h

Fig.

2

Average RT on PDT for selected situations on rural road.

Table II and figures 2 and 3 show that driving in wide or intermediate curves or on stretches with a
speed limit of 50 km/h does not result in increased RT or missed signals compared to the baseline
measurement (driving on straight road, speed

limit 80 km/h). If anything, RT and misses are lower,
which may be indicative of more attentive driving. Driving in narrow curves, however, clearly
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results in deteriorated pertormance on both RT and misses. Approaching an intersection, and
especially if a full stop must be made. results in a large increase in workload as evidenced by
increased RT and misses. This also occurs if the driver interacts with a lead vehicle. either when it
is overtaken or when the lead vehicle brakes unexpectedly. For example. if the lead vehicle brakes,
the fraction of missed signals on the PDT is 5 times as high as the retèrence scenario. The results
indicate that both RT and Í'raction of missed signals are sensitive to variations in workload.
The critical incidents on the motorway, especially a lead vehicle that brakes unexpectedly and a
package that talls otï a truck (unexpected obstacle) result in a large increase in RT and in the
tiaction of missed signals on the PDT. see tigures 4 and 5 and Table III'

II

SigniÍicance levels, F-ratios and degrees of tieedom tor tests of ditference
and misses between ret-erence case and selected situations: Rural road

Table

Fraction of missed signals

RT
F

Situation
Speed limit

-50

km/h

Widc curve (R>l(x)() m)
Medium curve (R>.5(X) m)
Sharp curve (R<5(X) m)

Approach ROW sign
Approach stop sign

Overtaking a lead vehicle
[-ead vehicle brakes

I

P

Df

F

n.s.
<.()l
<.01
<.()l

5l.l

5.32
73.37

<.()5
<.0()1

50.I

+5.-5.1

<.(x)

I

5

12.1

)7.87

<.(X)

I

-16. I

n.s.

51.1

t6

<.01

5l.l

(\.26
n.s.
34.'75 <.0()l
19.05
61.69

<.001
<.001

19.t3
20.09

<.()0I
<.001

Df

P

.25
8.77
l().-52
9.'73

1.20
l.

in RT

5l
51.i

51.1

1

5

l. l

5i.l
5l.l
5t.l

51.1
51.1

l. I

Signitïcance levels, F-ratios and degrees of freedom for tests of difference in RT
and misses between ret-erence case and selected situations: Motorway

Table

III

Fraction of missed signals

RT

Situation
Speed

limit 100 kn/h

Approach traÍïic queue

lead vehicle brakes
Unexpected obstacle

F

P

6.52

<.05

10.47
20.53
23.ó5

I
<.001
<.001
<.()

Df

F

,19.1

46.1
4

t.

I

15.I

{)..58
29.t2
78.88
1t.59

P

n.s.
1
<.001
<.001
<.00

Df
'19,I

17

,l

45,I
32,1
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straight road

wide cuÍvs
medium

curvs
sharp
curve

ROW sign
Stop sign

Ovsrtaking a
leadvshicle
Braking
lsa(fuohicle

Speed limit
50 km/h

0.15

0.2

fractlon oÍ missed signalg

Fig.

3

Fraction of missed signals on PDT for selected situations on rural road.

Approaching queue

Braking leadvehicle

Unexpetsd

Fig.

4

Average RT on PDT for selected situations on motorway.
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Spsed limit 120 km/h

Sp€od Limit loo

mrffi

Fig.

5

Fraction of missed signals on PDT for selected situations on motorway.

These results indicate that both RT and misses are sensitive to differences

in driving

situation.

Situations that require immediate actions and that are characterised by a sudden and unexpected
change in criticality result in deteriorated performance on the PDT. This suggests that this method is
suitable fbr measuring variations in workload.

Functional meaning of the PDT

5.2

ln order to investigate whether PDT measures variations in size of the functional tield of view,
(perceptual tunnelling), as a tïnction of variations in workload, or a cognitive selectivity in
attention (cognitive tunnelling) it was tested how RT and the fraction of missed signals are affected
by both horizontal angle at which the stimulus was presented and workload. RT and tiaction of
missed signals were computed as a function of horizontal angle. It was the assessed whether there is
a statistical interaction between workload and horizontal angle. If the PDT is sensitive to perceptual

narrowing or perceptual tunnelling, then such an interaction would be expected. For this, the stimuli
were grouped as follows:

1) 1-15' horizontal angle
2) 15-19" horizontal angle
3) 19-23" horizontal angle
1

In the previous paragraph it was found that during rides on the motorway RT and the fraction of
missed signals were affected by whether the stimuli were presented during normal driving under
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stable conditions or during unexpected situations. Driving situation thus atfected workload. For the

motorway tnals, the stimuli were divided into two groups. The 'low load' group of PDT stimuli was
made of stimuli that occurred during the scenarios of normal driving with a speed limit of 120 or

of stimuli that occurred either during the 'approaching
queue'. the 'braking lead vehicle' or the 'unexpected obstacle' scenarios. Responses in these groups
were averaged and subjected to analysis of variance.
100 km/h. The 'high load' group was made

Motorway

1.0

o high load
a

0.8

q

o.6

low load

oo_o
1.-o-

É.

o.4

o.2
0.0

Fig.

6

11-15 15-19 19-23
Horizontal angle (degrees)

RT as a tunction of horizontal angle and workload.

On RT there was. as expected, a statistical signiticant et'fect of load (F(4ï.11=24.5 i. p<.001), see
Íigure 6. The effect of horizontal angle was not significant. The interaction between load and angle
was signiticant (F(82.2)=4.[5, p<.05). However, RT in the high load condition did not increase
stronger as a t'unction of angle compared to RT in the low load condition. Figure 7 shows the results
for the traction of missed signals. The eÍfect of load was statistically signitïcant (F(48,1)=64.13,
p<.001). The etfects of horizontal angle and the interaction of load and angle were not significant.
These results indicate that since horizontal angle of stimulus presentation does not affect
performance on the PDT, and since the slope of pertormance as a t'unction of horizontal angle is not
steeper in the high load conditions, the hypothesis that PDT measures the width of the tïnctional
field of view (perceptual tunnelling) is not supported. However, since the effects of load on
performance, and especially on the fraction of missed signals, is statistically significant, the results
favour the 'cognitive tunnelling' hypothesis. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the PDT
measures the (cognitive) selectivity of attention.
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Motorway
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7

Fraction of missed signals as a Íunction of horizontal angle and workload.

Measures of workload

Peripheral Detection Task. It was tested whether feedback mode (speech vs tactile feedback) and
presence of a warning atfected workload. For this purpose. average RT and fraction of missed
signals was computed dunng moments at which no warnings were given and during moments at
which an IN-ARTE warning was presented to the driver. This constitutes the tactor MESSAGE.
Because the speech and the tactile conditions are characterised by ditÈrent duration's of the
warning messages (speech warnings are longer in time), workload was determined over the periods
tiom l0 s after the moment the message started. This conforms with the presentation duration of 10
s for the messages on the visual display. Figure 8 shows the results of this analysis tbr RT and
tigure 9 shows the results for the tiaction of missed signals.
Table IV shows the significance levels and F-statistics for the effects of feedback mode (speech vs
tactile) and MESSAGE (present vs absent) tbr rural road and motorway for both RT and fraction of
missed signals.
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Table

IV

F-ratios. levels of signiticance and degrees of freedom tbr et'tects of feedback
Íbr rural road and motorway for both RT and fraction of missed signals

mode and MESSAGE

RT
Effect

F

P

Fraction of missed signals

Df

F

P

Df

RURAÍFeedback mode (F)

MESSAGE (M)
FXM

.31
52.27
5.39
7

I
<.001
<.01
<.()

lrt.2
48.1
"18.2

r.72
<.05
15.2',7 <.00 t
5.3',7 <.() t

18.2
18.1
,18.2

MOTORWAY
Feedback rnode (F)

MESSAGE (M)
FxM

12.26 <.()01
132.87 <.001
16.03 <.()01

17.2

L't.I
17 .2

<.05
3.36
129.58 <.001
<.05
3.56

17.2
17. t
47.2

IV and the tïgures it is clear that pertormance on the PDT strongly deteriorated when
an IN-ARTE message was presented in the same time period, compared to the periods when no
message was given. This indicates that the warning messages result in increased workload during a
short period of time. This appears trom both RT and fraction of missed signals. However, the
eifects of feedback mode and the interaction of feedback mode x MESSAGE are also statistically
significant for both measures of PDT pertbrmance and for both types of roads. Speech messages at
From Table

such increased workload compared to the control conditions, but the increases in workload because

of the tactile messages are not statistically significant.

NASA-TIX. The etfects of message mode on dependent variables tiom the NASA-TLX are shown
in Table V. There were no statistically signiticant eftects of feedback mode on any of the NASA-

TLX related variables. Also, roadtype (rurai vs motorway) did not have an eÍtect on the NASATLX related variables.
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Table V EfÍècts of message mode on NASA-TLX. Diff indicates differences (indicated by
TUKEY test) between any of the feedback modes.
Variable

Road

Dependent

Rurai

Average

Weighted average
Mentai demand
Phvsical demand

Temporal demand
Pertbrmance

Et'tort
Frustration

Momr

Effect

Feedback mo«le

Average

Weighted averagc
Mental clemand
Physical demand

Temporal dcmand
Pertirrmance

Ellirrt
Frustration

Control

Tactile

.10.63
1t.92
4l .78
38.00
18.06
34.39
48.61
12.91
'13.ttÍl
+4.II
16.22
12.67
,10.0()
3'7.78
14.72
51.89

+0..11
45.42
.15.56
13.67
-10.r1
27.61
.19.11
36.39
.11.14
.14.t5
-13.68
39.95
10.37
36.05
,19.53
37 .26

Speech

F

P

Diff

0.12
0.46

n.s.
n.s.

4
1.14
{).07

n..s.
n.s.
n.s.

1.21
0.00

n.s.
n.s.

1.0,1
{). 1,1

n.s.
n.s.

29. 18

0.02
(\.21
2.20

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

None

37.36

().

ll

n..s.

None

45.53

().65
().25

n.s.
n.s.

None

.14.06

t.87

n.s.

None

42.84
4"t.73
5

r.75

32.69
40.00
36.94
48.50
17.19
.11..39

.13.03
,1tt.6.5

,13.59

0.7

None
None

Nonc
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None

This indicates that the NASA-TLX was not sensitive enough to measure ditferences in any of the
factors of workload between difterent t'eedback modes.
RSME (Rating Scale Mental Effort). No statistical significant dit'Íerences were fbund between rural
and motorway and between different t-eedback modes on the RSME. The etï'ects are listed in Table

VI.
Table
Variable

Road

Rural
Motor

Dependent
Average RSME
Average RSME

VI EÍfects of message mode on RSME.
Effect

Feedback mode

Control Tactile
55.17 59.06
63.11 60.47

Speech

F

P

Diff

5t.29

0.51

n.s.

None

52.00

l.l5

n.s.

None
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On a scale trom 0 to 150 these ratings indicate that the task was tbund to be mildly to rather
strenuous. The results show that also the RSME was not sensitive enough to measure differences in
workload between different t'eedback modes.

5.4

Driver acceptance

There were no statisrically significant etÍects of tèedback mode on any of the items of the driver
acceptance scale. as can be seen in the tbllowing table. However, tor both the tactile and speech
conditions together, rhe system was evaluated as significantly more usetïl than satis§ing (F=60,59'
p<.001). The general impression about the usefulness was neutral to mildly positive. The satisfying
score, that measures how satistied subjects were with the system, was mildly negative. The results
show no clear pret'erence tor speech or tactile warnings. The Íbllowing table lists the results.
Table

VII

Etï'ects of t-eedback mode on driver acceptance scale.

Tactile

Desirable

2.14
1.72
2.-50
3.39
2.56
3.6 t
1.39
3.1 l

Raisins alcrtness

2.6

Usetul
Pleasant

Good
Nice
Et-tèctive

I-ikeable
Assisting

Usefulness score

Satis§ing score

Effect

Feedback mode

Item

r

2..50
1.,16

Speech

F

P

2.94

()..ltt
0.01
1.ó5

3.69

().68

n.s.

3.06

1.53

n.s

.1.(X)

l.lt4

n.s

2.69
3.75

-1.0ó

3.14
3.06

2.96
3.12

1.70
0.50
l.2U
2.18
t).77

n.s.

n.s.
n.s

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.

ln addition, the opinions were asked about the activation levels of the criteria. This measures the
opinion of the subjects on the strictness of the activation criteria. The tollowing coding was used:
I = Too loose
2 = A bit too loose
3 = Right
4 = A bit too strict
5 = Too strict
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This was asked for the cautionary and the imminent warning levels separately. although drivers
often tound it difficult to notice the difterence between these two. There were no srsnificant
ditferences between speech and tactile messages in these opinions, see Table VIII.
Table

VIII

Effects of f'eedback mode on driver acceptance scale.

Item

Level
Cautionary

Manoeuvre

Tactile

Maximum speecl curve

1.40
1.2t
3.29

Obstacie

3.00

Maximum speed
Stop sign

Lane keeping

lmminent

Maximum speed
Stop sign

Maximum

Effect

Feedback mode

spee«I curve

Obstacle

,1.00
3.17
r.00
3.36
2.93

Speech
3.38
2.8.5

F

P

{).0I
i.04

3.08

t).26
().01
{). l0
{).01
() 09

3.17

{). i

1.20

0.59

3..14

3.00
-1.

13

3.4'.7

8

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

The results show a neutral opinion about the criteria. The reason for this may be that the opinions
were asked atter completion of the experiment. A better option in future experiments may be to ask
the opinions immediately atter a warning. The lane keeping warning critena were evaluated as a bit
too stnct.

Frequency of system activation
The number of times that warnings were presented for each ride of approximately 30 minutes varied

strongly between subjects. as this was related to driving style. Still, the frequency of system
activation can be considered as a measure tor compliance of drivers to the warnings. This was done
by testing the effect of feedback mode on number of messages. The warnings were grouped
according to type. Cautionary and imminent warnings were summed.
For the rural road the fbllowing groups of wamings were constructed:
l) Reduce speed for obstacle
2) Reduce speed, speed limit exceeded
3) Reduce speed, curve

-l) Reduce speed. stop sign
5) Stay in lane

_r0

For the motorwav the tbllowing groups were constructed:

l) Reduce speed tor obstacie
2) Reduce speed. speed limit exceeded
3) Stay in lane
Table

[{

shows the effects of feedback mode on the number of warnings'

Table IX El-fects of tèedback mode on number of warnings presented by the IN-ARTE
system (C=Control. T=Tactile. S=Speech).

Road

Rural

Effect

Feedback mode

Variable

Control

Tactile

SPeech

titr

8.06

1.82

"1.59

limit

25.94

16.88

17 .7

8.05
3.83

6.ltt
2.3-5

t6.67
62.55
13.53

t2.88
13.1 t
9.68

39.06

9.s9

Stay in lane

10..59

U.

ToraL

t3.7

Dependent
Reduce sPeed
obstacle
Reduce speed.

F

P

6.92

<.01

5.86

<.01

5.06

3.'74

<.01

2.35

2.0I

n.s

9.3-5

6.'77

<.01

c vsS

10.ll

7.23

<.01

C vs S

8.89

8.53

0.32

n.s.

None

i6

-5.07

9.45

<.(X)l

26.73

23.73

|

Reduce speed, stoP
sign
Stay in lane
TotttL

lvlotor

Reduce speed tbt
obstacle
Reduce speed,
exceeded

limit

t

C vs

S

CvsT

exceeded

Reduce speed. curve

Diff

C vs

S

CvsT
C vs S
Nonc

CvsT

('

vs

S

IvsS

For both the rural road and the motorway, speech messages are the most etfective in supporting the
lane keeping task: Speech messages result in Í'ewer 'stay in lane' wamings, and thus t-ewer
activation of the criteria compared to the control condition (no warnings) and, for the motorway, the

tactile condition.
For longitudinal support that is related to critical events (Reduce speed for obstacle) both the speech
and the tacrile warnings are about equally effective. tn both conditions the number of messages is
reduced compared to the control condition.
For reducing the speed when approaching a curve, the speech messages result in fewer wamings.
and thus better anticipation by the driver, while in the tactile condition the number of wamings are
not significantly less compared to the control condition.
For reducing speed because of speed limit exceedances, both speech and tactile warnings are
effective on the rural road. On the motorway the frequency of exceeding the speed limit was lower

which resulted in fewer warnings.
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Based on these results

it can be concluded that both speech and tactile warnings are etfective in

reducing the fiequency of cnteria activation's. This means that drivers reduce speed and respond in
a generally sat-er way. However, the stopping tbr stop signs rs an exception. On these scenarios the
system does not show any improvement.

All in all, the number of warnings is high: 63 in the control condition tbr the rural road. which is 2
per minute on average, and 3,1 in the control condition tbr the motorway, which is on average

I

per

minute. This suggests that the criteria fbr system activation are too strict and must be relaxed in
order to be useful and acceptable by drivers. Also. the warnings Íbr stop signs were not effective tbr
both the speech and tactile condition.

5.ó

Measures of driver behaviour

EJfects on speecl. Table

X shows the et'tects of

Í-eedback mode on average speed

in a number of

relevant. situations for both the rural road and the motorway. In these scenarios subjects were either

driving on straight roads or in curves in situations of free dnving, i.e. no other tratïc that is driving
slower in tiont or blocking the road.
From this Table it is clear that violations of the speed limit were more severe on the rural road
compared to the motorway. The results suggest that speech messages were more successfïl in
reducing dnving speed to values closer to (or below) the posted speed limit. This can also be seen in
tlgure 10 tbr the rural road and in tïgure I I for the motorway. Here the fraction of time that the
speed is lower than the speed limit of 80. between 80 and 90, between 90 and 100 and over 100
km/h was analysed tbr the rural road. For the motorway, the tiaction of time that speed was lower
than 120 (speed limit). between 120 and 130. between 130 and l"l0 and over l-10 km/h was
analysed

Table

X

Effects of message mode on average speed (kmih).

Variable

Effect

Feedback mode

Road

Situation

Rural

Speed limit 80 km/h
Speed limit 50 km/h
Sharp curve. R=66 m
Sharp curve, R=8.1 m

Control
88.4
72.6
48.5
5 1.5

Tactile

85.6
69.0
44.4
45.9

Speech
79.0
57.5
42.5

45.4

F'

2.38
3.64
4.72
5.27

P

n.s.
<.05
<.01
<.01

DiÍf
None

C vs

S

C vs

S

C vs S

CvsT
Sharp curve,

Motor

R=l l0 m

Speed

limit

Speed

limit I00 kmih

120 km/h

59.7
t23.2
1t4.7

55.0
120.3
106.8

5t.4

5.85

<.01

118.0

0.90

n.s.

None

t03.4

r.98

n.s.

None

C vs

S
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1.0
o

Rural road
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o Speech

o.e
P
(E
0.6
E
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o
o
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o
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c
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Fig.

l0 Fracrion of time that speed is lower than 80 (legal speed limiO. between 80-90.

between 90-100 and larger than 100 km/h on the rural road.

Together with Table XI, this leads to the conclusion that both tactile and speech messages are
successful in increasing the traction of time that dnvers drive below the speed limit. There is a
difference in the really high speed range, however (>100 for the rural roads and >140 tor the
motorway). Especially on the rural road. only speech messages reduce the frequency of large speed
violations, while tactile warnings have no eÍ'fect on these. So, tactile warnings do result in some
compliance. but in contrast to the speech messages, they do not reduce the tiequency of severe
speed violations. This suggests that a system that is aimed at supporting the dnver in reducing speed
violations of the posted speed limits should use speech warnings instead of tactile warnings.

Dunng curve negotiation. minimum speed in the curve is a better indicator tor driving satety than
average speed. This measure was analysed separately in order to test whether speech and tactile
warnings decrease minimum speed in curves with small radius and whether there are dit'ferences
between speech and tactile wamings. Table XII shows the results of this analysis, and Figure 12
shows both average and minimum speed in sharp curves as a function of curve radius and feedback
mode.

),

Motorway

1.0
(D

P o.e

o
.s

0.6
E
o.
o
0)

-o
E

o.4

.9

H o.z
0.0

<120

120-130 130-140 >140
Speed (km/h)

Fig. I I Fraction of time that speed is lower than 120 (legal speed limit), between t 20- I 30.
between 130-140 and larger than 140 km/h on the motorway.

Table

XI Effects of message

mode on the traction of time during which speed is within

a

predefined range (km/h).
Variable
Road

Range

Rural

< 80 km/h

Effect

Feedback mode

Tactile

Speech

F

0.,109 t).673

0.650

7.72

Control

P

<.001

Diff
C vs

S

CvsT

90- 100 km/h

0.252
().193

r).148
().033

> 100 km/h

0.t47

< 120 km/h

0.461

120-130 km/h

0.233

130-140 km/h

0.191

0.14ó
0.602
t).223
0.07'7

80-90 km/h

Motor

<.0i

S vs T

0.304

6.27

0.041

16.68

<.()01

0.005

3.82

<.05

0.654

2.16

o.s

None

0.27 t

0.46

n.s

None

0.040

5.74

<.01

C vs

S

C vs

S

(lvsT

C vs S

CvsT
>140 km/h

0.1

15

0.098

0.036

0.82

n.s.

None
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Fig. 12 Average speed (Lett panel) and Minimum speed (Right panel; as a tunction of curve
radius and tèedback mode.

Table

XII

Effects of message mode on the minimum speed in curves (km/h)'

Road
Rurai

Curve radius

Effect

Feedback mode

Variable

Control Tactile

66 m

.13.1

8,1 m

.16.I

110 m

54.'.7

SPeech

F

Diff

P

5.0tt

<.01

39.9

5.71

<.0

16.'7

5.05

<.01

37.9

1/..)

10.2

19.7

C vs

S

CvsT

I

C vs S

CvsT
C vs

S

(negottattng a
These results inclicate that when speed needs to be reduced fbr saÍèty-related reasons
curve with small radius) both speech and tactile messages result in comparable positive etfects on

driver behaviour.

The minimum speed for stop signs was not significantly aÍfected by message mode. Minimum
speed for stop signs was 34 km/h Íbr the control condition. 21 km/h for the tactile condition and 22
km/h for the speech condition. These results indicate that compliance with stop signs was generally
poor, although speed was reduced substantially.

Effects on longirudinal measures in critical situations. During driving on the rural road, the lead
vehicle that brakes unexpectedly constituted a saÍ'ety critical and unexpected situation. For the
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motorway, there were two occurrences of a lead vehicle that braked suddenly of which the tirst one
was more unexpected compared to the second one. This can also be seen in the results: sat'ety
margins are larger for the second time a lead vehicle braked. Other unexpected situations on the
motorway were the tratfic queue while driving in dense fog and the package that tèII otf a truck. In
both cases it was otten possible to change lanes in order to avoid a collision. instead of braking. In
that case, longitudinal measures such as the minimum Time-to-Collision (TTC) do not make much

the strategy (and the opportunities) of the driver may render such measures
meaningless. Theretore, minimum TTC was analysed for the scenarios in which a lead vehicle
braked unexpectedly. Table XIII shows the results tbr the minimum TTC tbr braking lead vehicle.
sense since

while tïgure 12 shows the average minimum TTC's tbr the braking lead vehicle scenarios.
Table

XIII

Effects of message mode on the minimum Time-to-Collision (s) to a braking lead

vehicle.
Effect

Feedback mode

Road

Situation

Rural

Brakin_s lcad vehicle

Control

Tactile

Speech

3.64

7.63

5.58

P
<.001

F
15.

1l

Diff
CvsS

CvsT
TvsS

Motor

First braking tead
vehicle

l.16

3.1.5

2.15

5.78

<.01

Sccond braking lcad
vehicle

2.02

-1.

12

2.53

t.72

n.s.

EControl ITactile trSpeech

Rural Foad

Motorway, Íirst brake

C vs T
None

i

Motonvay, second brake

Fig. 12 Minimum TTC (s) to lead vehicle in braking lead vehicle scenarios.
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Tactile warnings on the accelerator resulted in the largest safety margin (minimum TTC) to the lead
vehicle in case it braked unexpectedly. This suggests that tactile warnings are most suitable tbr
presenting warnings in sat'ety- and time-cntical situations.

Number of accitlents. Accidents occurred on the motorway only. Accidents were defined as an
event where the subject's tront bumper touched the rear bumper of another vehicle. in case of
driving into the tratïic queue, or when the lead vehicle braked unexpectedly, or when the subject
drove over the package that f'ell otf the truck. A total of 16 subjects were involved in one or two
accidents. Of these, 3 subjects were involved in two accidents. A total of 6 subjects hit a car when
driving into the tralïc queue in the tbg, 7 subjects hit the package that t'ell of the truck, while 6
subjects hit one of the braking lead vehicles. A Chi-square test was pertbrmed to test whether the
warnings resulted in t'ewer accidents and to examine any differences between speech and tactile
warnings. The results are listed in Table XIV.

Results of the X2 test on cases in which an accident occurred: percentage of
subjects that were involved in one or more accidents on the motorway.

Table

XIV

Effect

Feedback mode

Control

64.7

Tactile

SPeech

t.l

6.7

2

X]

.03
11.45
7

P

<.()l
<.()0i

Dift
C vs T
C vs S

This analysis shows that both tactile and speech warnings reduced the number of accidents.
compared to the non-support condition. This means that the IN-ARTE system. as tested here.
clearly has a positive eÍ'fect on sat'ety on critical situations. However. no dit'tèrences were tound
between the speech and the tactile condition.

Inne keeping performance. Standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP) and fiaction of time that
the right lane boundary and the centreline were exceeded were used as indices tbr the quality of
lane keeping. These variables were computed during tree driving (i.e. no other traffic in same lane
that blocks the path) on straight or mildly curved roads. Both on the rural road and the motorway,
SDLP was not at'fected by warnings, see Table XV. On the rural road, drivers were more inclined to
drive over the right lane boundary line in the unsupported condition. A probable reason tor this is
the narrow lane width together with a high volume of oncoming traffic in the other lane. This may
have resulted in driving closer to the right lane boundary in order to enlarge the safety margin to
oncoming traffic. Both tactile and speech warnings to stay in lane resulted in a reduction of right
lane boundary exceedances. However, the fraction of time the centre line was exceeded was very
low on the rural road. This measure is more clearly related to traffic safety, because exceeding the
centreline may result in a collision with an oncoming vehicle, on the rural road. On the motorway,
overtaking was allowed. In that case, this measure is less clearly related to traffic safety. The
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tiaction of time the centreline was exceeded was not atfected by warnings tbr both thqrural road
and the motorway.

Table

XV

Lane keeping pertbrmance as a Íunction of feedback mode.
Efïect

Feedback mode

Situation

Road

Rurai

SDLP (m)
Fraction right boundary

Control

().25
(). t2

Tactile

0.22
0.05

Speech

0.24
0.03

F

t.()6
6. l8

P

n.s.
<.()l

None

C vs

S

CvsT

exceeded

Fraction centreline

Ditr

().00

0.01

0.51
().0.í

0.43
().01

().05

().08

0.0 I

0.66

n.s.

().34

0.-5

n.s.
n.s.

None

0.00

I
3.02

{).04

0.29

n.s.

None

None

exceeded

lIoror

SDLP (m)
Fraction right boundary

None

exceeded
F-raction centreline
exceeded

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

on workload. The subjective measures of workload were not sensitive to momentary
variations in workload that were caused by the warning messages of the driver support system.
Ëffects

However. pertbrmance on the Peripheral Detection Task was both very sensitive to variations in
primary (driving) task demand, and in variations that were caused by the warning messages. The
evidence suggests that PDT measures the vanations in selective attention, in which the selectivity of

attention increases as workload increases (cognitive tunnelling). In that case stimuli that are not
relevant for pnmary task pertormance are ignored.

It appeared that speech messages result in a temporary increase of workload that was quite severe.
This increase in workload was comparable to the increase in workload that occurred if a lead
vehicle brakes unexpectedly. Tactile warnings did not result in a statistically signitïcant increase in
workload. From this it is concluded that, based on the workload measurements. tactile messages are
clearly preferred over speech messages. Furthermore, it is advised that if speech messages are to be
used, the length of the message should be as short as possible. One word messages may result in
Iess severe increases in workload.
Effects on acceptance. The acceptance of the system was not different between tactile of speech
messages. Thus, neither of these two modalities of presentation was preferred more than the other.
The opinions about the system in general or about the specific activation criteria were neutral on
average. The system was not perceived as really useful or desirable. In future research it may be
advisable to ask the opinion about support messages immediately after the event instead of when
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the experiment has been completed. The reason why this was not done this way in the present
experiment is that this procedure would intertère with the measurements of workload and driver
behaviour. [t is suggested that tor measuring user acceptance a different experimental set-up is
required than tor measuring workload and driver behaviour.
Criteria.fbr »tstemactivution.[t was found that giving support to the dnver resulted in compliance
with the wamings for both tactile and speech messages in about the same way' The number of
warnings were reduced in a comparable way when speech or tactile parnings were presented. In
general however. the warning frequency is too high. This means that the critena are too stnct and
should be loosened. This would probably resulr in a higher perceived usefulness and acceptability.
Also, the use of specifïc warnings may require',,ne redesign. For exampie. the messages tbr stop
signs did not result in better compliance of drivcrs to stop for stop signs. Possibly. the effects of
these warnings would be more positive if they are not related exclusively to law entorcement. but
instead related to traffic approaching the intersection tiom another direction. Another exampie is
that the driver was sometimes warned when an overtaking vehicle cut in closely in tiont of the car.
These overtaking vehicles were driving taster and this reduced the sensibility of warnrng the dnver.
For example, braking would not be appropriate' since by the time the message was given the
situation has already resolved because the lead vehicle was already driving at a larger headway'
This example illustrates that TTC is a better critenon tbr the severity of a contlict than mere
distance to the lead vehicle. The use of TTC in this situation would have resulted in t-ewer
unnecessary warnings

Effects on clriver behaviour. Both speech and tactile messages were successÍ'ul in reducing the
tiequency of speed violations in which speed was larger than the posted speed limit. There was
however one important dil'ference between speech and tactile warnings. Although both speech and
tactile warnings resulted in comparable decreases in speed. the trequency of severe speed violations
was only reduced by speech messages but not by tactile messages. Yet. tor speed reductions that
were more closely related to dnver saf-ety, such as the minimum speed while negotiating a sharp
curve, both speech and tactile warnings had the same benetlcial etfect.
These results can to some extent be explained I the ditferent purposes of the messages of the tN-

ARTE sysrem. The IN-ARTE system is buirt on two different thoughts. Some wamings are
intended to result in higher compliance with tratfic rules. Examples are warnings when the speed
limit is exceeded and warnings to slow down for a stop sign, even if no other tratfic is approaching
the intersection. This component of the system is more related to law-entorcement than to traffic
safety. Other warnings are more explicitly related to driver satèty. Examples are warnings for
approaching a sharp curve at too high a speed and wamings for driving too close to the lead vehicle
and for obstacles on the road. Especially warnings in situations that require a fast response of the

driver are closely related to driver safety. The results suggest that speech warnings are better suited
for purposes of law-enforcement, while tactile warnings are better suited for situations that are more
directly related to driver saÍ'ety. But even in the enforcement type of situations, tactile warnings do
result in compliance, although less than the speech warnings. For safety-related situations that do
not require an immediate response, such as when approaching a sharp curve while speed is too high,
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speech warnings have the same effects as tactile warnings. However. if the criticaiity of the
situation increases tast. tor example when a lead vehicle brakes unexpectedly. the presentation of
speech messages may take too long. Also. tactile warnings may more directly indicate the required

action. [n that case. tactile wamings result in more fàvourable etfects than speech warnings. Still.
both speech and tactile warnings do have a favourable et-fect of dnver satèty in a generai way. since
they both reduce the accident tiequency compared to the unsupported situation. The etfect of the
warnings on lane keeping pertbrmance is about the same tbr both speech -- tactile warnings.
Presenting warnings on the lane keeping pertbrmance mainly retèrred to crossing the right lane
boundary on rural roads. Because of the naÍrow lanes and high tratfic t-iow in the lett iane tbrm the

opposite direction, drivers probably tried to increase their satety margin to oncoming vehicles.
in better lateral control pertormance such that the drivers reduced right

These warnings resulted

lane boundary exceedances.

In conclusion. it is advised to use tactile messages when possible. especially in situations that
require an immediate response of the driver. If speech messages are to be used. it is advised to keep
these messages as short as possible. The tiequency of messages should be reduced strongly by
either reducing the type of situations in which messages are presented or by relaxing the criteria. [t
is advised to think clearly about the type of system that is to be developed. A driver support system

tbr enforcement or improving law adherence has a ditferent tïnctionality and supports diÍ'Íerent
situations than a system that fbcuses on driver saf-ety. In the tirst case speech messages may be more
appropriate. although tactile warnings have positive et'fects as well. Also, driver acceptance and
perceived usetulness may be different compared to a driver salèty oriented system. In a saf'ety

oriented system, workload is even more important, since safety-cnticai situations are otten related
to high workload induced by the driving task. [n these cases. the workload induced by the warning

of a support system should be as low as possible. This would tàvour the use of tactile messages
instead of speech messages. Also. tactile messages are more directly related to the required action
and, as the results indicate. result in higher sal'ety in cntical encounters compared to speech
messages.
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APPENDIX
Pictograms that were presented on the visual display in both the speech and the tactile warning
conditions. Blue background for cautionary warnings, red backgroup for imminent warnings.

Lower speed or change lane. Obstacle.

Keep your lane.

Lower speed. Obstacle.

Lower your speed. Speed limit 50

Keep your lane.

Lower your speed. Speed limit 80
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Lower your speed. Speed limit 100

Lower your speed. Curve

Lower your speed. Speed limit 120

Lower your speed. Stop sign

Lower your speed. Curve

Change lane. Omcoming vehicle

